Enj Ver 10.0
Bala Cynwyd, PA – Over the last few years many new features have been added to Enj which has made it
feature-rich and one of the best BPM products. Enj also found itself being used in many domains, one of the
biggest being Healthcare. While continuing with adding new features the focus has shifting to making the
product robust and efficient.

widgets are User Interfaces that are served by
non-Enj sources like third party applications and
public feeds.

Portal Module
About Enj
Enj is a leading Business Process Management
(BPM) product from BISIL that enables
organizations to automate and manage business
processes.
BISIL's Enj is a comprehensive Enterprise
Business Process Management Platform that
enables organizations to attain a higher level of
agility and efficiency by helping automate
processes as well as providing a system to
govern and monitor the efficiency of the
processes employed. Enj incorporates a full
business process life cycle connecting “people
with people”, “systems with people” and
“systems with systems”. It combines capabilities
of Work Flow, Transaction Management, and
Document Management in one system that is
browser-based, user friendly, scalable, and has a
service oriented architecture (SOA).

•

•

Enjv10 contains extensive changes to both the
Designer and Runtime modules of Portal.

•

The Enjv10 technologies enable portal designers
to configure interfaces that let end-users have a
contemporary interactive experience.

•

•
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The Portal module in Enjv10 represents a
technological leap and uses the best of
contemporary technologies and techniques.

•

•

Enjv10 Portal has new design and run-time
interfaces that allow portal designers to configure
portal interfaces in 3 simple steps – choose a
layout, select the widgets, and assign permissions
to widgets.
Enjv10 Portal Module presents a simplified design
process with easy to use interfaces that helps
portal designers chose from with pre-defined
layouts and themes built in. Portal designers can
now select layouts, colors, fonts and styles
thereby modifying the look and feel of the entire
portal with 3 clicks. Once a layout and theme
change is deployed the theme change is
automatically propagated throughout the portal.
The Portal interface lets portal designers and end
users chose widgets to be deployed in portal by
using a simple drag and drop interface. Users can
click to drag the widgets from the widget repository
and drop it into the relevant ‘column’ of the portal
interface.
Enjv10 Portal supports both internal and external
widgets. Internal widgets are Enj process artifacts
like Reports, Forms, and Imports, and external
More details on Enj at www.enjbiz.com

•

While Enjv10 Portal Designer provides easy to
configure default portal interfaces it also gives
Portal designers the ability to customize the look
and feel of each widget. Portal designers can
control attributes like the ability to hide or show
widget headers, automatic widget length
adjustment, scroll bar visual attribute control.

Reports Module
•

Enjv10 contains significant technological and
functionality enhancements to the Reports runtime
modules.

•

Enjv10 Reports runtime module integrates
seamlessly with Enjv10 Portal products.

•

The most significant improvement to Enjv10
Reports module is the improvement to its load
time performance. Enj Reports now load
significantly faster in Enjv10.

•

Enjv10 Reports now support for dynamic sorting,
filtering and scrolling by default. This provides
substantial increases to Reports usability.

•

Enjv10 Reports does contain some improvements
to the Designer that make configuring the added
functionality in Reports much easier. Reports
Designers can now add sort, filtering capability
with a single click in the Reports Designer product.

•

Enjv10 Reports contains improvements to the
PDF/ Excel/ CSV/ Text download options.
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